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Intro To Music Theory

Harmonics

Song Writing

This course is a fundamental
course to learn the basics of musical theory, covering concepts
such as musical notation as well
as scales and keys.

Harmonics covers the concepts of
sound and how specific sounds
combined creates a chord. The
user will need to have an understanding of musical Theory for this
course.

This introductory class is meant to
teach the skills needed to write
songs and harmonies in a variety
of styles
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Djembe

Classical Trio

Syncopation

Discover the Djembe. This
introductory focuses on
techniques of drumming with one
of Africa’s most popular
procussion instruments.

From Vivaldi to Bach, this
advanced level class examines
compositions for piano, violin, and
cello. The focus on the class will
be to compose a piece of music
for the trio.

The use of syncopation in
compositions can be challenging
but ultimately rewarding. This class
examines the techniques used to
add texture to your compositions.

Register

Register

Register
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Testimonial
What’s Popular

Beginner Piano

Easter Sounds

Sampling

Setup and Wiring

This introductory level class
shows the basics of
playing on the world’s
most popular instrument:

Playing outside the
classical western keys, this
class examines sound
structures of the east.

This class examines the use
of sampling in music
compositions, from
techniques to legalities.

Introductory course on
how to set up a sound
system for a stage show or
home studio.
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Register

Register

See All

Music for the Masses

Image of
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Music for the Masses is an online
school making music lessons available to students of all ages and skill
levels.
Each course is comprised of several
video lessons accompanied by
written material to instruct the student
on the concepts and techniques
being taught. A variety of forums are
also available for peer assistance as
well as professional help.
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Once completed, the student may
choose to submit a final exam for
eiher peer review or professional
review depending on the level of
membership. See below for
membership details.

login here

Free

Premium

Elite

$0.00

$20.00

$35.00

Free Memebership

Premium Memebership

Elite Memebership

Registering with Music for the
Masses is free! Once registered
the student will have access to
the public forums, as well as short
introductory tutorials and lessons.

Premium membership allows the
student to access all the forums.
Additionally, the student will be
able to submit their up to 2 exams
per month for professional review.

Register

Register

Per Month

Footer

Per Month

Elite membership gives a student
access to all forums as well as
unlimited exam submissions for
professional review.

Register
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Intro To Music Theory

Harmonics

This course is a fundamental course to
learn the basics of musical theory, covering concepts such as musical notation
as well as scales and keys.

Harmonics covers the concepts of
sound and how specific sounds combined creates a chord. The user will
need to have an understanding of
musical Theory for this course.

Register

Register

Song Writing

Djembe

Classical Trio

Syncopation

This introductory
class is meant to
teach the skills
needed to write
songs and
harmonies in a
variety of styles

Discover the
Djembe. This
introductory
focuses on
techniques of
drumming with one
of Africa’s most
popular procussion
instruments.

From Vivaldi to
Bach, this
advanced level
class examines
compositions for
piano, violin, and
cello. The focus on
the class will be to
compose a piece
of music for the trio.

The use of
syncopation in
compositions can
be challenging but
ultimately
rewarding. This
class examines the
techniques used to
add texture to your
compositions.

Register

Register

Register

Register
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Testimonial
What’s Popular
Easter Sounds
Playing outside the
classical western keys, this
class examines sound
structures of the east.

Register

Sampling
This class examines the use
of sampling in music
compositions, from
techniques to legalities.

Register

Beginner Piano
This introductory level class shows the
basics of playing on the world’s most
popular instrument:

Setup and Wiring
Introductory course on
how to set up a sound
system for a stage show or
home studio.

Register

Register

See All
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Music for the Masses
Music for the Masses is an online
school making music lessons available to students of all ages and skill
levels.
Each course is comprised of several
video lessons accompanied by
written material to instruct the student
on the concepts and techniques
being taught. A variety of forums are
also available for peer assistance as
well as professional help.
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Once completed, the student may
choose to submit a final exam for
eiher peer review or professional
review depending on the level of
membership. See below for
membership details.
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Free Memebership

Free

Registering with Music for the Masses is free! Once registered the student will have access to the public forums,
as well as short introductory tutorials and lessons.

$0.00

Register

Premium
$20.00

Premium Memebership
Premium membership allows the student to access all the
forums. Additionally, the student will be able to submit
their up to 2 exams per month for professional review.

Register

Per Month

Elite
$35.00

Elite Memebership
Elite membership gives a student access to all forums as
well as unlimited exam submissions for professional review.

Register

Per Month

Footer
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Intro To Music Theory
This course is a fundamental
course to learn the basics of musical theory, covering concepts
such as musical notation as well
as scales and keys.

Register

Harmonics
Harmonics covers the concepts of
sound and how specific sounds
combined creates a chord. The
user will need to have an understanding of musical Theory for this
course.

Register

Song Writing
This introductory class is meant to
teach the skills needed to write
songs and harmonies in a variety
of styles

Register

Djembe
Discover the Djembe. This
introductory focuses on
techniques of drumming with one
of Africa’s most popular
procussion instruments.

Register

Classical Trio
From Vivaldi to Bach, this
advanced level class examines
compositions for piano, violin, and
cello. The focus on the class will
be to compose a piece of music
for the trio.

Register

Syncopation
The use of syncopation in
compositions can be challenging
but ultimately rewarding. This class
examines the techniques used to
add texture to your compositions.

Register

See All
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What’s Popular

Beginner Piano

Easter Sounds

This introductory level class
shows the basics of
playing on the world’s
most popular instrument:

Playing outside the
classical western keys, this
class examines sound
structures of the east.

Register

Register

Sampling

Setup and Wiring

This class examines the use
of sampling in music
compositions, from
techniques to legalities.

Introductory course on
how to set up a sound
system for a stage show or
home studio.

Register

Register

See All
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Music for the Masses
Music for the Masses is an online
school making music lessons available to students of all ages and skill
levels.
Each course is comprised of several
video lessons accompanied by
written material to instruct the student
on the concepts and techniques
being taught. A variety of forums are
also available for peer assistance as
well as professional help.
Once completed, the student may
choose to submit a final exam for
eiher peer review or professional
review depending on the level of
membership. See below for
membership details.
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Free
$0.00
Free Memebership
Registering with Music for the
Masses is free! Once registered
the student will have access to
the public forums, as well as short
introductory tutorials and lessons.

Register

Premium
$20.00

Per Month

Premium Memebership
Premium membership allows the
student to access all the forums.
Additionally, the student will be
able to submit their up to 2 exams
per month for professional review.

Register

Elite
$35.00

Per Month

Elite Memebership
Elite membership gives a student
access to all forums as well as
unlimited exam submissions for
professional review.

Register
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